German-I
Semester I
HUG-101

Lecture: 4
External Marks: 100
Internal Marks: 50

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Course in German is designed for students who have never learnt German before. The class focuses on enabling learners to understand German language used in basic communication structures. The basic communication competence (listening, speaking, reading and writing) through exposure to elementary texts, vocabulary items and German culture.

Course Content

Unit- I
German Pronunciation

Unit- II
Day-to-day conversation in German

Unit- III
Reading of Elementary Texts in German

Unit- IV
Culture and civilization of Germany

RECOMMENDED STUDY MATERIAL

1. Tangram Aktuell Niveau A1, Max Heuber Vertag, Ismaning, 2005 (Published and distributed in India by German Book Depot, Delhi)
2. Audio-video Study Material
3. Supplementary Handouts

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

A student will be internally assessed on the basis of her/his regularity, active participation in the class. The weightage of different components is:

1. Attendance: 20%
2. Class Participation: 20%
3. Quizzes & Assignments: 30%
4. Presentation/viva voce: 30%
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 2 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have three questions in all, covering II, III and IV units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the three questions.
4. Question no. 1 will cover Unit –II. It will carry 30 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
5. Question 2 will cover Unit-III It will carry 40 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
6. Question 3 will cover Unit-IV carrying 30 marks. It will have parts with internal choice.

Practical

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through presentation and viva-voce. It will carry 30% of 50 marks.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Certificate Course in German Language is designed for students who have learnt the basics of German language before, who are familiar with its basic vocabulary, structure. The course aims at developing communication skills in the learners: listening, speaking, reading and writing through exposure to elementary texts, vocabulary items and German culture.

Course Content

Unit- I
Text Comprehension and Written Expression

Unit- II
Comprehension and Writing of simple texts

Unit- III
Essays on simple topics, Life and civilization of Germany

Unit- IV
Translation of simple passages from German into English and vice-versa

RECOMMENDED STUDY MATERIAL

1. Tangram Aktuell Niveau A1, Max Heuber Vertag, Ismaning, 2005 (Published and distributed in India by German Book Depot, Delhi)
2. Audio-video Study Material
3. Supplementary Handouts

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

A student will be internally assessed on the basis of her/his regularity, active participation in the class. The weightage of different components is:

1. Attendance: 20%
2. Class Participation: 20%
3. Quizzes & Assignments: 30%
4. Presentation/viva voce: 30%
SCHEME OF END SEMESTER EXAMINATION (MAJOR TEST)

Theory

1. The duration of the exam will be 2 hours.
2. The question Paper for theory course shall have three questions in all, covering all the four units of the syllabus. These questions may be divided into parts.
3. The student is required to attempt all the three questions.
4. Question no. 1 will cover Unit I and Unit II. It will carry 30 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
5. Question 2 will cover Unit-III It will carry 40 marks. It may have many parts with or without any internal choice.
6. Question 3 will cover Unit-IV carrying 30 marks. It will have parts with internal choice.

Practical

The student will be evaluated internally and orally through presentation and viva-voce. It will carry 30% of 50 marks.